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Introduction
Membrane distillation (MD) is a thermal desalination technology that is especially promising for highsalinity streams of s f ≈ 70-300 g-salt/kg-solution, where conventional reverse osmosis is not currently applied.
This study develops a unified analytical description of single-stage MD configurations based on the heat transfer resistances in various portions of the MD module. The configurations evaluated are direct contact, permeate or conductive gap, and air gap MD. Using this framework, two important aspects of designing efficient MD systems for desalination up to high salinity are analyzed:
1. the choice of the best MD configuration for a given desalination application; and 2. system design and operation that avoids conditions of low flux and low energy efficiency.
As a related exercise, a method to identify the cost-optimal membrane thickness is developed. The novelty of this work lies in developing a unified description of several single-stage MD configurations by replacing a large number of design and operation variables with a few dimensionless parameters, and deriving an expression for maximum allowable system area as a function of these parameters.
Context: desalination up to high salinity
Seawater, brackish groundwater, and municipal wastewater streams are commonly desalinated to produce potable grade water. In these cases, the maximum salinity of the brine is often restricted, by the available technology, to be less than 70 g/kg. In other applications (e.g., industrial zero-liquid-discharge, inland brine management, and concentration of produced water from hydraulic fracturing), brines with salinities between 50 g/kg and saturation concentration may have to be further desalinated. Conventional spiral wound reverse osmosis (RO), the workhorse of the desalination industry today, is typically operated below 70 bar of applied pressure [1] . As a result, RO is not directly applicable to desalination of these saltier streams for which the osmotic pressure can be as high as 300 bar [2] .
Thermal separation processes such as mechanical vapor compression (MVC) are often used for such applications [3, 4] , since desalination up to saturation concentration is possible in these systems at low pressures and temperatures (< 100 • C). More recently, humidification dehumidification desalination (HDH) [5, 6, 7, 8] has been developed as simple, low capital-cost thermal technology for treating ultra-saline produced waters [9, 10] .
Membrane distillation (MD) is a thermally driven, scalable desalination process [11, 12] that has been identified as a candidate technology for modular desalination of high-salinity brines [13, 14, 15] . Since MD can operate at low feed temperatures, it has been successfully coupled with a range of renewable energy sources [16, 17, 18, 19] . MD has been experimentally and numerically investigated for high-salinity applications, mostly using small-scale systems. A unified perspective on MD system design for high salinity is lacking and is therefore the focus of this study.
In the reminder of this section, some key MD performance metrics are discussed while reviewing previous studies of MD up to high salinity.
1.2.
Membrane distillation studies at high salinity
Small area systems measuring flux and thermal efficiency
Most studies have focused on small membrane area systems because of their ease of fabrication at a labscale. The negative impact of high salinity on water flux in small systems has been widely reported [20, 21, 22] .
Guan et al. [23] , Li et al. [24] , and Alkhudhiri et al. [25] tested MD with various electrolyte solutions up to high salinity and found that water activity is a good predictor of the pure water flux. Vapor pressure at the solution-vapor interface is proportional to the activity of water, which declines with increasing feed salinity and does so at a different rate for each electrolyte solution.
In addition to water flux, the effect of high salinity on MD thermal efficiency (η) has also been investigated through experimental [26, 27] and numerical [28] techniques. The thermal efficiency is the fractional contribution of vapor transport to the overall energy transfer across the membrane [29] :
whereQ vap is the energy transfer by vapor andQ cond is the heat conducted through the membrane. A low value of η indicates significant heat conduction loss through the membrane and values approaching 1 are
desirable.
An interesting application of high salinity MD is the MD crystallizer system in which pure water is extracted from a supersaturated solution using MD with the brine recirculated into a tank where salt is precipitated [30, 31] .
Large area systems measuring GOR and flux
With the availability of commercial, larger size MD modules, studies of energy efficiency (which can be represented as a gained output ratio, GOR) have also become more numerous. GOR is a non-dimensional measure of the water production per unit of thermal energy consumption [32] :
While GOR is proportional to MD thermal efficiency η, it is also strongly affected by the extent of feed preheating, and this effect is captured by the exchanger effectiveness:
(temperatures shown in Fig. 1 ). For gap MD systems, feed preheating happens within the module where the feed acts as a coolant in contact with the condensation surface. In direct contact MD (DCMD), preheating takes place in an external heat exchanger (HX), where the warm pure water stream leaving the module heats the incoming feed.
While η quantifies the efficiency of energy transfer across the membrane, GOR is a global measure of the system's energy efficiency because a higher GOR directly corresponds to lower energy use per unit of distillate produced. Therefore, GOR is a more comprehensive measure of energy efficiency, and along with flux, will be used to quantify system performance. In vacuum MD, conduction across the membrane is typically neglected because of the vacuum [29] , resulting in η = 1. Chung et al. [33] modeled a multistage vacuum membrane distillation process up to high salinity and found that GOR and water productivity significantly decrease with salinity even though η is constant.
Recently, Deshmukh and Elimelech [34] numerically studied the DCMD process at high salinity and highlighted that membrane improvement should focus on increasing the membrane's ratio of vapor permeability to thermal conductivity, similar to earlier findings by Martínez and Rodríguez-Martoto [35] . They also analyzed the relative impact of modifying various membrane physical properties in this regard.
Winter et al. [36] measured flux and specific thermal energy consumption for spiral-wound PGMD modules up to 105 g/kg. At higher salinity levels, a peak value of GOR was observed with changing in feed inlet flow rate. Similarly, Thiel et al. [2] used numerical models of PGMD to illustrate the existence of an optimal system size (represented through a terminal temperature difference) at which GOR is maximized when the feed inlet flow rate is held constant.
The studies mentioned in the previous paragraphs identify the existence of a critical feed flow rate (for a system of fixed size) or equivalently a critical system size (for a fixed inlet feed flow rate), at which GOR is maximized. Reducing the feed flow rate or increasing system size beyond this critical value leads to a decrease in both GOR and flux. Such an operating condition is unfavorable irrespective of the costs of thermal energy and system area. In Section 3.3, an expression for this critical system size relative to the feed inlet flow rate is derived to help avoid such unfavorable operation. Figure 1 is a schematic representation of various single stage MD systems. In AGMD, there exists an air gap between the membrane and condensation surface. This gap is filled completely with distillate in PGMD.
Choice of MD configuration
In CGMD, the gap is made thinner and a high thermal conductivity material is used to enhance its overall conductance across the thickness direction. In all these gap MD systems, the feed stream is preheated as it flows across the condensation surface. In DCMD, the vapor from the feed side condenses into a cooler pure water stream flowing on the other side of the membrane. Warm pure water leaving the MD module preheats the feed in a separate external HX.
The relative performance of the MD configurations needs to be understood in order to choose the appropriate configuration for a given application. Several authors have contrasted the performance of AGMD and DCMD in small-scale systems, highlighting AGMD's higher η and DCMD's higher flux [37] . Recently, Eykens et al. [38] experimentally demonstrated that the sensitivity of flux to various process conditions (such as temperature, feed velocity, and salinity) is configuration dependent.
Winter [39] reported results from pilot-scale modules for AGMD, PGMD, and DCMD. He found that the GOR and flux of PGMD and DCMD were close, and higher than that of AGMD. AGMD performance was more resilient to an increase in feed salinity, whereas the performances of DCMD and PGMD dropped faster. No clear hierarchy was established between PGMD and DCMD. CGMD differ based on the gap conditions. DCMD requires an external HX for feed preheating (which is indicated by the subscript 'ph').
Comparison methodology in this study
Swaminathan et al. [32] used performance curves in the energy efficiency-flux plane to compare 'balanced' counterflow [40, 41] single-stage MD configurations. For seawater salinity and the baseline parameters considered, they showed that CGMD performance corresponds to the practical upper limit of PGMD (with a low gap thickness) and DCMD (with a large external HX). Additionally, AGMD's performance was close to that of PGMD.
The rationale behind plotting the performance of systems in a GOR-flux plane is that the cost of pure water production or brine concentration is always affected by both capital expenses (CapEx) and operating expenses (OpEx). The specific cost of pure water production (c sp,water ) using MD can be expressed as a function of GOR and flux as (see Appendix A.1):
where C GOR is the scaled specific cost of thermal energy, C flux is the scaled and amortized specific cost of system area, and J is the pure water flux in L/m 2 ·hr (or LMH). In this equation, the first term corresponds to the operating expenditure (cost of heat), and the second term corresponds to capital expenditure. Some studies of the economics of MD neglect the cost of thermal energy assuming that a free source of low-grade "waste" heat may be available [42] . Many membrane tests at small scale have also focused exclusively on water flux. In reality, the cost of providing thermal energy is usually quite significant [43] . Even if a wasteheat source is available, the cost of equipment such as heat exchangers required to access the waste heat must be accounted for and will contribute to a non-zero value of C GOR .
With increasing system size, GOR usually increases and flux decreases. When performances are plotted on GOR-flux axes, GOR and flux can be simultaneously compared while allowing system size to vary.
This comparison of GOR at the same flux level is based on Eq. 3 and assumes that C GOR and C flux are similar across different configurations. C GOR is only influenced by the source of thermal energy and is truly independent of MD configuration. Some variability in C flux can be associated with the design choices.
Compared to the baseline case of AGMD:
• In PGMD, the gap is filled with liquid water -this should not result in a difference in C flux .
• In CGMD, the thermal conductance across the thickness of the water-filled gap is enhanced. This can be achieved by introducing fins on the condensation surface or designing a thermally conductive spacer, and making the gap thinner. The additional metal used to improve gap conductance can increase C flux , but this increase is likely to be small since the gap is quite thin.
• In DCMD, the amount of metal in the external HX can be different from that in the condensation surface of AGMD. An additional pump is required for the cold loop, whereas there is only one flow loop in the other MD configurations. The total pumping power is also likely to be higher in DCMD due to additional flow resistance in the HX flow channels and fittings.
In a previous study [32] , in order to perform a fair comparison, the heat transfer area in the external HX was assumed to be equal to that of the condenser surface area (= A m ), and the effect of A HX /A m was evaluated separately.
A given desalination application can be described in terms of the feed water properties (e.g., s f ), ambient temperature (T ph,in ), heater output temperature (T f,in ), and costs of MD module and thermal energy (C flux , C GOR ). The membrane, feed channel geometry, and feed inlet velocity (and correspondingly, heat transfer coefficients h f , h c ) are assumed constant across the different systems to enable a fair comparison.
Choice of membrane thickness
Pure water flux is driven by a difference in vapor pressure between the evaporation and condensation liquid-vapor interfaces and is proportional to the membrane permeability, B. The difference in vapor pressure is influenced by the temperature difference between these two interfaces, ∆T m , and feed salinity, s f,m .
Heat conduction loss across the membrane is only a function of ∆T m . Membrane permeability is inversely proportional to membrane thickness, δ m . As thickness is decreased, vapor flux when desalinating salty water initially increases (due to higher permeability), but starts declining as a result of conduction losses when thickness goes below an optimal value. Below this optimal thickness, ∆T m across the module becomes comparable to the feed boiling point elevation, ∆T BPE . As a result, mass transfer is inhibited and heat conduction losses become dominant. For distillation of very low salinity water, the membrane ought to be as thin as possible. However, the optimal membrane thickness is larger for higher salinity feed water [44] .
Several authors have considered the question of optimal membrane thickness, especially in the context of maximizing flux in DCMD. For a small area DCMD module, at fixed hot and cold side temperatures and feed salinity, an ideal value of membrane thickness can be determined to maximize flux [27, 45] .
Ali et al. [46] evaluated the optimal membrane thickness for multiple values of system size at a fixed salinity. They show that, for smaller system size, a thin membrane maximizes flux, whereas as the system size increases, the driving temperature difference (∆T m ) decreases, thereby making the optimal membrane thickness larger.
Winter [39] evaluated the optimal thickness for large scale spiral wound modules under two operating conditions: high recovery and high flux. A numerical model was used to infer optimal membrane thicknesses for a given system size and feed inlet flow rate over a range of salinity levels. Two kinds of optima were identified -one that maximizes GOR and another that maximizes flux.
Identifying an optimal membrane thickness is an inherent part of MD system design. It should therefore be considered together with the choice of optimal system size, rather than independently. In Section 2.4, the effect of δ m on the GOR-flux performance curve is used to identify an optimal membrane thickness as a function of C GOR /C flux .
Manuscript overview
In part 1 (Section 2), the equivalence of various single-stage MD configurations in terms of overall performance is established by considering the heat transfer resistances in different portions of the module.
First, in Section 2.2, a clear performance hierarchy is established among DCMD and P/CGMD based on the thermal resistance of the external HX and of the gap. Thereafter, in Section 2.3, the difference in AGMD performance relative to the other configurations is explained by identifying that the air gap results in an effectively thicker membrane. A method to determine optimal membrane thickness along with optimal system size is described in Section 2.4.
In part 2, a simplified HX analogy model of single-stage MD is used to understand the dimensionless groups affecting performance. An expression is derived for the critical specific area of an MD system, NTU crit , above which both energy efficiency and flux are poor (Section 3.3). Low GOR and flux can be avoided by choosing membrane area appropriately at the design stage or by adjusting the flow rate during operation. A length-wise discretized finite difference modeling framework (referred to here as a 1-D model) is used, which has been described and validated previously [32, 47, 48] . Model features that are particularly relevant to high salinity are discussed here. Pure sodium chloride solution up to 260 g/kg is considered as the feed. To account for the nonlinear effect of high feed salinity on vapor pressure, Pitzer's equations [49] describing the properties of aqueous NaCl solution were used to evaluate water activity and thereby water vapor pressure on the feed side:
The specific heat capacity of water changes significantly with salinity and so this effect is also incorporated.
The Table A. 2. The feed salinity is varied from 50-260 g/kg, which is the relevant range of salinities for brine-concentration applications.
The effect of feed salt concentration on AGMD flux was experimentally evaluated. The module design is detailed elsewhere [50] and is chosen to achieve constant temperature, salinity, and flowrate over the active membrane area. The deviation increases at high salinity which could be due the larger effect of heat loss at high salinity when the feed specific heat is lower, or higher inaccuracy in measurement of flow-rate or salinity. Figure 2b shows comparisons of present model predictions to other reported data [39] for the effect of feed salinity on overall energy efficiency of larger, spiral wound MD modules. The model conditions are the same as those used in [32] for comparing the effect of feed inlet temperature and flow rate. The model captures the trends observed experimentally: GOR of PGMD and DCMD are close, start higher than AGMD at low salinity, but also decline faster with increasing salinity. In contrast, the AGMD module's GOR remains relatively constant over the entire salinity range. The average absolute deviation is 5.3% excluding one data point at low absolute magnitude of GOR for which the deviation is 45.2%.
Ranking permeate gap, conductive gap and direct contact MD
Permeate and conductive gap MD
Increasing the gap conductance of PGMD to implement CGMD always results in improved performance.
Although increasing the membrane conductivity leads to higher heat conduction loss, the same is not a direct outcome of increasing the gap conductivity. In fact, improving the gap's conductance has an effect similar to enhancing the heat transfer coefficients of the feed and cold channels, always resulting in both higher GOR and higher flux, irrespective of the feed salinity. By reducing the non-membrane heat transfer resistances, more of the overall temperature driving force is available across the membrane to produce vapor pressure differences and purified water.
It is important to recognize that PGMD and CGMD designs exist in a continuum: PGMD with a small enough gap thickness can outperform some CGMD implementations. As a result, these configurations can be considered together as permeate or conductive gap MD (P/CGMD), or simply as CGMD, recognizing that the goal is always to design a system with a high gap conductance (k gap /d gap ). Since GOR of CGMD can be several times higher than that of simple PGMD, any additional cost required for modifying the gap design is likely to be justified by the performance improvement.
The potential to increase gap conductance is limited by practical constraints. A lab-bench scale implementation of CGMD could use metal woven mesh spacers, an aluminum foam spacer, a finned condensing plate, or simply reduce the gap thickness down to nearly zero, by using no spacer in the gap and allowing the membrane to be pressed onto the condenser surface. In larger systems, the gap needs to be wide enough to allow permeate flow out of the system without significant pressure build up. A near-zero gap thickness may therefore not be practical.
DCMD: comparison to P/CGMD and the effect of heat exchanger area
In DCMD, the size of the external heat exchanger (HX) relative to the area of MD membrane (A HX /A m ) is a design choice. DCMD is sometimes modeled by setting a fixed terminal temperature difference (TTD HX ) of the external HX of about 3
• C to ensure a realistic HX size [47] . In Ref. [39] , the reported energy efficiency of the experimentally tested DCMD modules was based on assuming an external HX size such that TTD HX = 2 • C. While DCMD performance was close to that of PGMD, DCMD sometimes outperformed PGMD, but at other times was worse that PGMD. Hence, no clear hierarchy was established. At seawater salinity, and for the other baseline system properties considered in [32] , the HX needed seven times the area of the MD membrane for DCMD to match the performance of CGMD (h gap = 10 4 W/m 2 ·K). On the other hand, even with A HX = A MD , DCMD outperformed PGMD (with a 1 mm gap, h gap = 600 W/m 2 ·K).
In fact, the influence of the external HX is very similar to that of the gap: overall system performance improves with an increase in A HX or heat transfer coefficient of the HX (U HX ) irrespective of the feed salinity level. Usually, the overall performance of DCMD is predicted by considering the external HX heat transfer separately and solving simultaneously with the MD system heat transfer. When the heat capacity rates of the feed and cold streams are matched at one end of the MD module (as discussed in [40] , Appendix A.3), a 'balanced' operating condition results for both the MD module and the external HX. Even though the DCMD module is actually a combined heat and mass exchanger where the flow rates of the two streams change continuously along the module length, the HX analogy model was shown to predict GOR and flux to within about a 10% deviation from 1-D discretized modeling [32] (the impact of this variation in flow rates is small and is discussed below). Consequently, this result for two HXs can be When these thermal resistances are matched, the GOR of DCMD is around 1% higher than that of CGMD because the heat capacity rates of the two streams in the DCMD module do vary along the module length, being highest at the hot end, ≈ṁ f,in c p,f , and declining to ≈ c p,f (ṁ f,in −ṁ p ) at the cold end. In contrast, in the gap MD systems the permeate in the gap along with the feed together constitute one stream of the exchanger, with the preheating stream being the other. As a result, throughout the length of the exchanger, the heat capacity rates are relatively constant, close to the value at the hot-end of the exchanger.
The marginally better performance of DCMD is a result of this lower average heat capacity rate, resulting in an improved NTU = U A/ṁc p and hence higher heat transfer effectiveness ε and GOR. The performance difference is small since the recovery ratio (=ṁ p /ṁ f ) in a single pass through the MD module is low, 8%.
Therefore, the above analysis establishes a general comparison (applicable over a wide range of feed salinities) between P/CGMD and DCMD in terms of the heat transfer resistances. The foregoing analysis is silent on the relative performance of AGMD compared to these other systems. In the next section, the comparison will be limited to between AGMD and CGMD. Wherever it is not stated explicitly, h gap = 10 4 W/m 2 ·K is assumed for CGMD.
Air gap: effectively a thick and insulating membrane
GOR-flux performance curves of AGMD and CGMD are plotted together for two salinity levels in Fig. 5 .
The relative performance of AGMD and CGMD is more complicated than what was observed among the other configurations. At small area (large flux), CGMD outperforms AGMD irrespective of salinity, whereas at larger system size (and correspondingly higher GOR and lower flux) and particularly at high feed salinity, AGMD outperforms CGMD. The cross-over in performance between AGMD and CGMD happens at higher (and hence more practically relevant) flux levels for higher salinity. The maximum GOR achieved by AGMD is also higher than that of CGMD. These curves are in contrast to the case at seawater salinity, where CGMD outperformed AGMD by about 100% over the entire range of system sizes (or flux levels) considered. Note that these results and comparisons are for a relatively thick membrane (δ m = 200 µm). At lower δ m , the maximum GOR of CGMD would be even lower at high salinity. AGMD on the other hand, would not be affected much since the 1 mm thick air-gap controls the thermal resistance, rather than the membrane thickness, and thus dictates performance. Figure 6 shows the cross-section of an air gap MD module. In the other MD configurations, water exists on both sides of the membrane and the vapor pressure difference driving flux is related to the temperature and salt concentration of these water streams. In AGMD, the region between the two menisci (salt water meniscus to the left of the membrane and the condensing film surface) can therefore be defined as the effective membrane. In addition to having a thicker 'effective membrane', the overall thermal conductivity (k eff,m ) of this 'membrane' in AGMD is also potentially lower (since the actual membrane material occupies just a small portion of the effective membrane, the remaining being filled with air). If the porosity of the air gap is high, the permeability coefficient (B 0 ) of this effective membrane would also be higher than that of the membrane. Higher effective membrane thickness δ m , lower membrane effective thermal conductivity k eff,m and higher permeability coefficient B 0 are all useful in achieving better GOR at high salinity. One way to match AGMD's high GOR at low flux with CGMD is to use a thick membrane. This suggestion is verified by comparing the performance of AGMD against CGMD with a thick membrane in At s in = 175 and 250 g/kg, a thick membrane CGMD system performs similar to AGMD (lower GOR compared to thin-CGMD at high flux and higher GOR at low flux), but its peak GOR is around 10-25% lower than that of AGMD. Specific physical differences account this. The membrane's permeability coefficient was set at 60% of the molecular diffusion upper limit permeability, at B 0 = 1.5 × 10 −10 s, in order to account for vapor transport inhibition by the membrane's porosity, and tortuosity. On the other hand, the air gap spacer was considered to have a higher porosity (see Table A .2), and as a result the effective permeability coefficient of the air gap was around B 0,air−gap ≈ 2.15 × 10 −10 s. Similarly, the effective conductivity of the air gap was set at 0.032 W/m·K compared to k eff,m = 0.062 W/m·K. Therefore, B 0 /k eff,m was higher for the effective membrane of AGMD, resulting in higher maximum GOR of AGMD compared to CGMD with a thick membrane.
With the development of ultra-porous MD membranes with enhanced vapor permeability and much lower thermal conductivity [51] , this disadvantage of thick-CGMD compared to AGMD at high salinity and low flux can be bridged. This development is particularly important since AGMD with small gap thickness can get partially flooded, pushing AGMD's performance below that of even thin-CGMD towards PGMD (red curve in Fig. 7 ). The practical implications of these effects on the choice of MD configuration for high salinity are summarized in Section 2.5.
Choosing MD membrane thickness
Making a more permeable or less thermally conductive membrane (to increase B 0 /k eff,m ) is contingent on developing novel membrane fabrication methods. On the other hand, the thickness of the membrane can be adjusted as an independent parameter during fabrication. We have shown that AGMD is better for low flux and high salinity, whereas CGMD is better at high flux and low salinity. Since AGMD-type performance can be obtained by using thicker membranes in CGMD, this section focuses on the choice of optimal membrane thickness for a CGMD system.
The ideal membrane thickness depends not only the feed water salinity, but also on the flux at which the system operates. Figure 8 shows GOR vs. flux curves for a three membrane thicknesses. At high flux, the thicker membranes have a lower GOR compared to thinner membranes, whereas at low flux, the thicker membranes achieve higher GOR. At each flux, there exists an optimum thickness. The overall best-case (upper limit GOR) curve, when δ m is allowed to vary, is tangent to each of the GOR-flux curves obtained at fixed δ m . This resulting curve is shown as a solid line in Fig. 8 .
Similar upper limit curves can be obtained for each salinity based on the same procedure and are plotted in Fig. 9a . Correspondingly, the optimal membrane thickness as a function of flux is shown in Fig. 9b . These curves are valid for the baseline channel properties listed in Table A. 2.
Figures 9a and 9b together can be used to pick the optimal membrane thickness for a given application (defined by s in , C GOR and C Flux ). First, Fig. 9a is used to pick an operating point along the max. GORflux operating curve to minimize specific cost (Eq. A.5). The location of the optimum point is a function of the relative specific cost of thermal energy and amortized system size (C GOR /C flux ). At the baseline Figure 10 shows the approximate external area required for DCMD to achieve the same GOR as a CGMD system, which defined by its gap conductance. The following conditions were considered in Ref. [32] :
Practical implications for choice of MD configuration
h gap = 10 4 W/m 2 ·K, and U HX = 1300 W/m 2 ·K. Numerical modeling of the full systems showed that the DCMD HX had to be about 7 times the size of the membrane to match the GOR of the CGMD system. DCMD with A HX = A m was also found to outperform PGMD (with h gap = 600 W/m 2 ·K). Similar conclusions can be drawn without full modeling from Figure 10 . In Winter [39] , since TTD is fixed, (U A) HX changes with changes in feed flow rate. As a result, in some cases (U A) HX is larger than h gap A MD , resulting in DCMD's better performance compared to PGMD, whereas in other cases the opposite was true.
Since DCMD and P/CGMD are essentially equivalent in terms of their overall performance, the choice among these configurations is only a function of economics: the configuration with a lower C flux for the same performance is preferred. Based on AGMD is particularly promising at high feed salinities. But a thin air gap (less than about 1 mm) can get partially or completely flooded during operation (Fig. 11) . Recent visualizations [52, 53] of the condensation process within the air gap have confirmed that the film is affected by the gap spacer and is quite different from the ideal case depicted Fig. 6 . In Appendix A.5 the susceptibility of large area systems to gap flooding is highlighted. Such flooding would lead to a shift in AGMD performance towards that of PGMD (red curves in Fig. 7 ), which is particularly bad at high salinity.
Since CGMD and DCMD systems with thick membranes perform similar to AGMD, while eliminating the danger of air-gap flooding and PGMD type operation, these designs may be more robust alternatives to AGMD. This advantage will be more pronounced once ultra-porous membranes are commercially available, since at present an ideal AGMD system outperforms CGMD with a thick membrane. These results assume that high h gap or (U A) HX can be implemented, since the equivalent resistance in AGMD (of the thin film condensate) is small. Figure 11 shows the overall comparison between various options at high salinity.
Part 2: Deriving general results for sizing MD systems
Methodology: simplified heat exchanger (HX) analogy model adapted to high salinity
A simplified model of MD will be used for deriving generalized results for sizing MD systems. This model, which does not employ length-wise discretization, is based on an analogy to heat exchanger analysis using the ε-NTU method, and was proposed previously by the present authors [32] and will be used to derive configurations, and the model applicability is also extended to higher feed salinity.
The corresponding MD resistance network is shown in Fig. 12 . In the 1-D discretized model, the variation of the membrane's vapor transfer resistance (R m,vapor ), which is lowest at the high temperature end of the module, is captured. On the other hand, in the HX analogy model, R m,vapor is averaged over length. As a result, all the heat transfer resistances are constant over the exchanger length, just as in a simple HX model.
In addition to varying locally, R m,vapor is also affected by system size: it is higher for larger systems. The effect of module length on the magnitude of R m,vapor is still captured, through ∆T m , the average temperature drop across the membrane. A larger MD system results in a lower terminal temperature difference (TTD) and ∆T m , hence resulting in a higher vapor transfer resistance across the membrane (the equation for h mass m given in Fig. 12 , as derived in [32] ).
In this simplified model, the effect of dissolved salt on vapor pressure depression and on feed solution specific heat are included in order to extend the applicability of this model to high salinity. The effect of salinity on the vapor pressure of the feed stream is incorporated through ∆T VPD , the vapor pressure depression temperature (which is approximately equal to the boiling point elevation or ∆T BPE ). Here, ∆T VPD is defined so that the vapor pressure of a saline feed solution at temperature T f and salinity s f is equal to the saturation vapor pressure of pure water at a lower temperature,
Refer to Appendix A.6 for a discussion of this concept. Here, ∆T VPD is evaluated at the mean temperature and at a salinity 4% higher than the inlet feed stream (to account for feed concentration increase with length and concentration polarization. Concentration polarization can be modeled in more detail as a function of Once this resistance network is established, an overall heat transfer coefficient (U , for U A the reciprocal of total resistance) can be determined, from which NTU = U A/ṁc p is found. NTU is a non-dimensional measure of system area. Exchanger effectiveness can be evaluated as ε = NTU/(1 + NTU) for balanced counterflow MD systems [59] (See Appendix A.3 for a brief overview of balancing flows in MD systems). η is determined based on the ratio of membrane resistances to heat transfer mediated by vapor transport and heat conduction. GOR is then estimated as η · ε/(1 − ε) or equivalently, GOR = η NTU (5)
Design goals based on the resistance network model
Three key goals for MD system design are described below:
1. A low total resistance (high overall heat transfer coefficient U ) is ideal, so that for the same area A, NTU and therefore heat transfer effectiveness ε are increased.
2. To achieve, a high GOR, η should also be high, in addition to ε: most of the energy transfer across the membrane should be mediated by vapor transport, ideally with very little heat conduction loss.
Correspondingly, the ratio of membrane conduction resistance to the resistance to vapor transport, φ c:v , should be high: is the effective thermal conductivity of the membrane, and is influenced by the conductivity of the membrane material (k m ) as well porosity, tortuosity and geometry of the pores. Even if the membrane material is eliminated (porosity φ m = 1), vapor would still conduct some heat; hence, in practice the heat conduction loss is always non-zero.
Note that φ c:v is defined to be independent of system size (i.e., independent of ∆T m ) by considering h mass,0 m (see Fig. 12 ) instead of the total conductance due to vapor mass transport, h mass m
. Also, φ c:v is independent of membrane thickness because it cancels from the ratio of vapor permeability (B = B 0 /δ m ) and heat conductance (h cond,memb = k eff,m /δ m ). Stated another way, φ c:v is the nondimensional ratio of membrane's vapor permeability coefficient to its effective thermal conductivity.
3. To achieve a high flux and high GOR, the temperature difference across the membrane (∆T m ) should be as close as possible to the terminal temperature difference (TTD) or the temperature difference between the bulk streams (∆T b ). A temperature difference across the membrane drives pure water production, but temperature drops across the other thermal resistances are simply losses of the available driving temperature difference between the hot and cold bulk streams, ∆T b . As a result, in an efficient MD system, ∆T m must be close to ∆T b .
where, for CGMD,
For ∆T m to be close to ∆T b , φ ch:m , the ratio of the total resistance of non-membrane channels to the conduction resistance of the membrane, should be as low as possible.
Like φ c:v , φ ch:m is also defined to be independent of system size. A low value of φ ch:m can be achieved by increasing the heat transfer coefficients of the hot and cold channels or the gap region. Note that, unlike φ c:v , φ ch:m is not independent of membrane thickness. A low value of φ ch:m can also be achieved by making the membrane thicker (or otherwise increasing the membrane's conduction resistance).
These parameters can be used to understand the general design goals for improving MD performance.
The importance of the two resistance ratios (similar to φ c:v , φ ch:m ) as well as of the temperature-difference ratio ∆T m /∆T VPD was brought out very clearly by Bandini et al. [60] , in the context of small-area DCMD system design.
The resistance network can be completely defined by one of the resistance terms (e.g., ΣR non−membrane,i ), and the two non-dimensional ratios defined above. GOR, which is non-dimensional, can actually be expressed as a function of only the two non-dimensional resistance ratios and the dimensionless system size, expressed as NTU, independent of the magnitudes of the individual resistances. This fact will be used to derive a general expression for the critical system size in Section 3.3.
Unlike GOR, flux is a dimensional quantity and is affected by the magnitude of the resistances in addition to resistance ratios. At the same values of φ c:v , φ ch:m , a high overall U is preferable in order to achieve better GOR-flux performance. While φ ch:m can be reduced by increasing the membrane thickness, this approach is less desirable than reducing the resistance of the non-membrane regions, as shown in Appendix A.7.
The optimal MD membrane has already been recognized to be that which maximizes φ c:v . This parameter is defined independent of membrane thickness. As a result, the optimal method to achieve any given membrane thickness is using an air-gap, with a very thin physical membrane, provided gap flooding is not a concern. Further improvements in φ c:v can be achieved through methods such as partial evacuation of the air gap [39, 61] , which help both increase B 0 as well as reduce k eff,m . In this manner, a partially evacuated air gap can also be incorporated into this analytical framework.
Once all these techniques are used to maximize φ c:v , from the system design perspective, the heat transfer coefficients of all the non-membrane portions of the system should be maximized. The extent to which these can be increased is limited by cost constraints. For a given set of non-membrane thermal resistances, the optimal membrane thickness and system size can then be determined based on the method proposed in Section 2.4. These design goals are also described in Fig. 12. 3.3. Evaluating critical system size as a function of heat transfer resistances 3.3.1. Systems larger than a critical size must be avoided For a zero salinity feed stream, the thermodynamic maximum GOR is ∞. In other words, the thermodynamic least energy required to create pure water from already pure water is 0. With a membrane distillation system, this situation is realized when A MD → ∞, which correspondingly leads to J → 0. For non-zero feed salinity, the thermodynamic maximum GOR can be expressed as GOR max,MD = T f,in −Tc,in [32] . This cannot be achieved in real MD systems since the membrane would have to be perfectly insulating, wherein even the vapor does not conduct any heat from the feed side to the cold side (φ c:v → ∞).
For real membranes, thermal efficiency η = 1, and η decreases with an increase in system size, as ∆T m decreases and approaches ∆T VPD . In fact, beyond a certain 'critical system size', the rate of decrease of η is faster than the increase in ε/(1 − ε), leading to a net decline in GOR = η · ε/(1 − ε). This corresponds to the peak GOR at low flux observed in Fig. 7 . While flux keeps decreasing with a further increase in system size, beyond the critical system size, GOR also starts declining rather than improving. As a result, there is no rationale for designing or operating an MD system under this unfavorable condition.
Deriving a closed-form expression for critical system size
The goal of this section is to derive a generally applicable expression for critical system size, using the non-dimensional parameters from the simplified HX analogy framework. First, from Eq. 5, GOR = η ×NTU, where NTU = U A/ṁc p . Note that since the overall heat transfer coefficient U is a function of system size (since ∆T m decreases with increasing area, resulting in a lower h mass m ), NTU is not a linear function of system size. Figure 13 shows GOR as a function of NTU for various feed salinity levels (for baseline values of φ c:v , φ ch:m ). The dotted lines are from the simplified HX analogy model of MD. Note that the HX analogy model is able to effectively capture the GOR vs. NTU curves, including the peak GOR and critical system NTU at which GOR reaches a maximum. For pure water, GOR continuously increases with an increase in system size; GOR has no thermodynamic upper limit in this case. This is a result of η remaining relatively unchanged (for pure feed) as the driving temperature difference across the membrane ∆T m decreases. Experimentally, an equivalent result was observed for η as a function of membrane thickness in DCMD; even at small membrane thickness (corresponding to small ∆T m ), η does not decline for a pure feed [27, 45] . At high feed salinity, although effectiveness ε increases as system size increases, η decreases due to a decrease in the flux-driving temperature difference. The HX model represents η as:
NTU can be expressed as a function of φ c:v , φ ch:m , ∆T m , and salinity (through ∆T VPD ) as:
Putting Eqs. 9 and 10 together, GOR can be expressed as a function of φ ch:m , φ c:v , ∆T VPD , ∆T m , and Table 1 summarizes the practical significance of the generalized non-dimensional and other parameters. Table 1 : List of system variables and non-dimensional parameters used to characterize MD system critical size. ∆T max = T f,in − T c,in -This is fixed at 60
System variables
• C in this study:
• C. At lower top temperature, in addition to adjusting ∆T max , the effect of lower temperature on B 0 should also be accounted for.
As described previously, ∆T m decreases with an increase in system size and can be taken as a proxy for system size in the GOR expression, Eq. (11). The critical system size (NTU crit or L crit ), above which MD systems should not be operated, can be evaluated by finding the corresponding ∆T crit m , below which the system should not be operated. GOR reaches a maximum at this critical system size (see Fig. 13 ). Near the peak GOR, ∆T m ≈ ∆T VPD , so 
The NTU crit at which GOR is maximized can in turn be obtained by plugging ∆T The NTU of a system in operation can be inferred based on temperature measurements. Applying energy balance on the preheat stream, U A∆T b =ṁc p ∆T ph,axial , where ∆T b is the temperature difference between the feed and cold bulk temperatures, and ∆T ph,axial is the temperature difference along the length of the cold channel. Rearranging, NTU =
. These temperatures can be readily measured for an MD module in operation to infer its NTU in order to ensure operation at NTU < NTU crit .
NTU crit as a non-dimensional parameter is useful when a system is operating, and inlet and outlet temperatures can be measured. For designing a system, however, the more relevant parameter is the critical length of the module. This critical length can be represented as a function of feed salinity, and non-dimensional parameters φ ch:m and φ c:v as shown in Fig. 15 . The dimensional critical length also depends on the actual resistance within the module, in addition to the dimensionless resistance ratios. 
Concluding remarks
The energy efficiency (GOR) and flux performance of common single stage MD configurations up to high feed salinity levels were compared in this study. The thermal resistance of the gap region in permeate/conductive gap MD directly corresponds to the resistance of the external HX in DCMD; both limit the extent of preheating of the feed stream. A low value of these thermal resistances results in improved GOR and flux irrespective of the salinity level. Simple permeate gap MD can be modified to the better CGMD by making the gap thinner or introducing a more conductive spacer material. To match CGMD's performance with DCMD, the external HX area has to be several times larger than the membrane, so as to match these resistances (U HX A HX = h gap A MD ). The cost of increasing the gap conductance is likely to be lower than using a much larger HX, and hence overall, CGMD is preferred among these design variants.
AGMD is more resistant to higher feed salinity levels and achieves a higher GOR than the other configurations in large area modules. AGMD is brought within a common analytical framework together with the other systems by identifying the membrane along with the air-gap region together as an effectively thicker membrane. Care should be taken in AGMD systems to avoid partial or complete flooding of the air-gap which can push AGMD performance down towards that of PGMD. CGMD and DCMD with a thick membrane are also resistant to high salinity without being vulnerable to the negative effects of gap flooding during
operation. An AGMD system without gap flooding outperforms CGMD with a thick membrane since the permeability coefficient of the open air-gap is higher and the thermal conductivity of the air gap is likely to be lower than that of the membrane.
The choice of optimal MD configuration has been linked here with the choice of optimal membrane thickness. This work presents a method to simultaneously pick a cost-optimal membrane thickness and system size. GOR-flux operating curves can be plotted for several δ m values and an upper-limit profile of these curves represents the best case design when allowing for variations in membrane thickness and system size. An operating point along this max-GOR flux operating curve, and its corresponding membrane thickness and membrane area, can be identified to minimize the specific cost of pure water production as a function of the ratio of specific cost of thermal energy to amortized system area.
At small size and low salinity, an increase in MD system specific area (A/ṁ f ) results in an improvement in GOR and a decline in flux. However, beyond a critical system size, GOR also starts to decline rather than improve. As a result, irrespective of the costs of thermal energy and system area, there exists no justification to operating beyond this critical system size. This critical specific area can also be expressed non-dimensionally by NTU crit . An analytical expression for NTU crit is derived using the simplified HX analogy model of MD, as a function of feed salinity (∆T VPD ) and the two non-dimensional resistance ratios, φ c:v and φ ch:m . This expression can inform the choice of system size at the design stage (for treating a given feed flow rate) or the selection of flow rate during operation (for a physical system of fixed size) so as to avoid the counterproductive operating regime.
c CapEx can be expressed as a function of water flux as:
For a 20 year plant life and annual interest rate of 10%, the capital amortization factor CAF = 1.35 × J . The contribution of thermal energy cost to the cost of water produced by MD is directly proportional to the specific cost of thermal energy and the specific thermal energy consumption of the MD process.
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Considering the cost of energy from natural gas to be $13.11/MMBTU (2005 data [62] ) and h fg = 2.442×10 GOR . Based on the current price of natural gas, or with the use of other waste heat sources, the cost of thermal energy would be lower and hence results are plotted for a range of C GOR /C flux = 22.6-1.
IfẆ is the electricity consumption in watts, the corresponding contribution to the overall specific cost of water can be written as
Unlike C flux and C GOR , C pump is not independent of system size, as the pumping power increases with an increase in module length. Duong et al. report a low value of around 0.3 kWh/m 3 for the specific electrical energy consumption [63] . Nevertheless, even for a pump power consumption of 1-2 kWh/m 3 -product, the relative contribution of pump energy consumption is much lower than that of capital cost and thermal energy.
As a result, the total cost of water from MD can be approximated as
Appendix A.2. Baseline system parameters See 
For the individual HXs:
Rearranging, 
Similarly, for the overall HX (without any subscript):
From Eqs. A.10, A.11:
at two values of salinity s in = 0, 35 g/kg are plotted. The channel geometry, feed flow rate, temperature and salinity in the numerical model are set based on the reported data. The decline in performance between s in = 0 and 35 g/kg cases is more pronounced then what would be expected for an ideal air gap system. The AGMD model prediction shows a small difference in performance between the two salinity levels, whereas the difference predicted by the PGMD model is closer to the observed trend. We can therefore surmise that the large scale experimental module could have had some water bridging or partial flooding of the gap. On average, experimental results occur between the model predictions for an air-gap system and that of a permeate gap system (where the entire gap is assumed to be filled with produced product water).
Note that in Fig. A.18a , at larger feed flow rates, the obtained GOR and flux values are higher than predicted by both the AGMD and PGMD models. This could be because a simple laminar correlation is used for the heat transfer coefficient within the flow channels in the model, whereas in reality, with an increase in flow rate, the effective heat transfer coefficient would increase due to increased mixing in the spacer-filled channel. Additionally, the effect of changes in top temperature on B 0 of the membrane have also not been considered in the numerical model.
where a w is the activity of water.
In order to include the vapor transport resistance into the HX analogy model, the vapor pressure of pure water was approximated as an exponential function of temperature. Correspondingly, the effect of salt on reducing the vapor pressure was incorporated as an effective reduction in the temperature of the feed solution which results in a lower vapor pressure. A vapor pressure depression temperature (∆T VPD ) can be defined as a function of temperature and salinity such that, p vap (T, s) = p vap (T − ∆T VPD (T, s), s = 0) = P sat (T − ∆T VPD (T, s)) (A.14)
A more commonly used ∆T metric is the boiling point elevation or ∆T BPE which is defined such that: p vap (T + ∆T BPE (T, s), s) = p vap (T, s = 0) = P sat (T ) (A. 15) or in other words, the additional temperature required for a salty solution to match the vapor pressure of a pure water solution.
Both ∆T VPD and ∆T BPE are represented pictorially in Fig. A.19 . p vap (T, s) for sodium chloride solution is obtained from Pitzer's model [49] . Over the range of temperatures and feed salinities relevant to MD, ∆T VPD ≈ ∆T BPE with a maximum deviation of about 3%, occurring at high salinity and temperature. This difference is lower than the uncertainty caused by the average feed salinity within the MD module, T p,avg .
In this study, the following approximation was used: p vap (T, s) ≈ P sat (T − ∆T BPE ). Appendix A.8. Importance of φ c:v for maximum GOR
While it was observed that φ c:v or good membrane design has a small effect on NTU crit , its effect on the actual magnitude of the maximum GOR achieved at the critical size is more significant, as illustrated in maximum GOR (interpolated from the chart) is only about 3. The impact of φ c:v on GOR is significant, even though it has a small effect on NTU crit .
